Our Commitment to
Biblical Studies
2 Timothy 2:15
DBI offers online audio lecture courses
in books of the Bible and many related
biblical subjects.
Our institute is affiliated with Trinity
College of the Bible in Newburgh IN,
the pioneer of theological distance
learning, who for nearly half a century
has trained thousands of students
around the world. All audio lectures
have been done by qualified faculty who
are experts in their field.
Each completed course will earn a certificate of completion. Eight courses will
earn the student a teacher certification
recognized by both Trinity and DBI. If
you desire a college degree, you can
complete 16 courses and earn an Associate Degree in Biblical Studies from
Trinity.

DBI currently offers 31 online,
audio courses with additional
courses added regularly. In
addition to these, we offer
both non-degree workshops,
traditional courses on campus,
and special events to help
with your pursuit of a degree
and personal bible study.

New Classes at DBI!
Understanding Anxiety & Depression (16 Lectures)
Survey current views on the causes and treatments for
depression and anxiety and challenge learners to counsel depressed and anxious counselees from a distinctly
biblical anthropology, examining these conditions from
both spiritual and physiological perspectives.

Desert Bible
Institute

Effective Teaching Strategies (24 Lectures)
To give learners a solid grounding in the theory and
practice of religious pedagogy, to encourage them to
discover and compare various educational models and
methods, and to enable them to sharpen their skills in
carrying out effective teaching techniques.
Christianity & Competing World Views (18 Lectures)
To instruct learners in many of the philosophical tools
and approaches to analyzing and adjudicating between
worldviews and to argue for sets of better and worse
sets of criteria by which to assess and choose between
different competing worldviews.
Conflict Management (16 Lectures)
To survey the field of conflict management from a
Christian perspective by examining Scripture and current scholarship, and by applying knowledge gained to
specific areas of congregational discord.
Biblical Prophecy 1 (12 Lectures)
To lead learners to analyze carefully the various viewpoints on key prophetic issues, especially the use of
the Old Testament prophecies in the New Testament,
and to formulate a coherent approach in these areas.
Biblical Prophecy 2 (12 Lectures)
To lead learners to analyze carefully the various viewpoints on key prophetic issues, especially the use of
the Old Testament prophecies in the New Testament,
and to formulate a coherent approach in these areas.
Counseling in Suffering (12 Lectures)
To provide learners with the opportunity to apply the
biblical teaching on suffering to a variety of life situations.

No matter if you are busy
and always on-the-move or
prefer relaxing at home,
Desert Bible Institute is
perfect for your lifestyle.
Study to show thyself approved unto God…
-2 Timothy 2:15
59025 Yucca Trail
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Phone; (760) 365-6774
Email: desertbibleinstitute@vcchapel.org
info@desertbibleinstitute.com (alternate)
desertbibleinstitute@gmail.com (president)

www.desertbibleinstitute.com

“DBI gives you the power to not only deepen your
knowledge of God, but also to do it in your time, in
your way, and still stay within your budget.”
-Trent Nicholson, Ph.D., D.Min.
Desert Bible Institute President

Online & Traditional Courses
Lectures average 25-30 Min.
A Survey of the Old Testament I
(22 Lectures) Genesis through 2 Samuel
chapter 8 with Dr. Thomas Rodgers
A Survey of the Old Testament II
(22 Lectures) 2 Samuel chapter 9 through
Daniel 3:18 with Dr. Thomas Rodgers
A Survey of the Old Testament III
(20 Lectures) Daniel chapter 4
through the Book of Malachi
with Dr. Thomas Rodgers
The Book of Genesis
(32 Lectures) An overview of the Book of
Genesis with Dr. Thomas Rodgers
The Book of Daniel
(31 Lectures) Insights into the Book of
Daniel which are applicable for today
with Dr. Thomas Rodgers
A Survey of the New Testament I
(22 Lectures) Matthew chapter 1
through John Chapter 7
with Dr. Elbert Elliot
A Survey of the New Testament II
(21 Lectures) John chapter 8
through I Corinthians chapter 7
with Dr. Elbert Elliot
A Survey of the New Testament III
(21 Lectures) I Corinthians chapter 8
through the Book of the Revelation
with Dr. Elbert Elliot
The Epistle of Paul to the Romans
(18 Lectures) Learn the five major doctrines established in Paul's epistle.
with Dr. Harold Hunter

The Epistle to the Hebrews (24 Lectures)
Studies in the Epistle to the Hebrews
with Dr. Thomas Rodgers

Women's Issues in Counseling
(16 Lectures) Skills and techniques for
counseling women with Dr. Pamela Peterson

The Parables of Jesus (24 Lectures)
Learn how and why the parables were used
with Dr. John Blumstein

Resolving Conflict Through Personal
Forgiveness (16 Lectures)
Resolve conflict both in the church and in
social settings with Dr. Ingrid Buch-Wagler

The Book of the Revelation (34 Lectures)
An in-depth analysis of eschatology according
to Revelation with Dr. Thomas Rodgers
New Testament Theology (22 Lectures)
Master the major New Testament principles of
theology with Dr. John Blumstein
The Doctrine of God (10 Lectures)
A study about the many attributes of God
with Dr. Edward Martin
Making Disciples that Make a Difference
(20 Lectures) Learn to mentor a person who
accepts Christ as savior with Dr. James Bearss
Women in Scripture and Church History
(15 Lectures) A study about women in both
history and today’s church
with Dr. Pamela Peterson
Spiritual Warfare (21 Lectures)
Examining the activities of evil forces in the
world today and how to be victorious
with Dr. Terry Wise

Biblical Theology of Christian
Education (16 Lectures)
Examining how and why we teach using a
Christian worldview with Dr. Stephen Lowe
The Art of Mentoring (25 Lectures)
A course that teaches you how to help others
grow in Christ with Dr. Terry Wise
History of Biblical Counseling (9 Lectures) Origins and contemporary development of biblical counseling with Dr. David Edgington

Comparative Analysis of Human
Psychology (22 Lectures)
Distinguish between biblical and humanistic
concepts with Dr. Paul Brownback
The Philosophy of Religion
(16 Lectures) A study about the various
religious philosophies with Dr. David Meyer

-Tuition fee per course: $125.00
-The tuition fee includes unlimited
access to the lectures, as you work
through your course.
-All lectures are downloadable to
your portable device.
-Non-Degree workshops are $70.00
per course.
-Ask about discounts for paying for
courses in advance.
-Partial scholarships are available
to new students who qualify.
-New classes are continuously being added. Email us to find out
about new courses and events.
Mission and tenants of faith at:
desertbibleinstitute.com/mission/

Desert Bible Institute
A Ministry of
Valley Community Chapel

